
  

● Non-hierarchical, apolitical, collaborative research and education project
● Analysis of current political economy
● Identify fundamental flaws and potential levers for change.
● Understand the historical context of issues from different perspectives
● Current and future impacts on social cohesion, inequality, individual liberty and 

civilisation as we know it.
● Unified theory of political economy
● Propose action to create a freer, fairer world

http://freecriticalthinking.org/


  

Why Critical Thinking is essential
● Structural Elite at the top
● Control all the levers of power
● Which are barriers to truth

Emergence of hierarchy
● Domination of nature through the use of
● Technics yielded a surplus 
● Scale and complexity
● Domination of humans
● Concentrated power and wealth
● Structural Elite
● 99.99% compete for reducing share of 

the diminishing wealth of the planet

Ecology of Freedom – Murray Bookchin

http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/1226-ecology-of-freedom


  

Institutionalised Hierarchy
● OF nature to Above nature
● Wisdom of the Elders
● Shamen to Theology
● Defence to Aggression
● Equality to Patriarchy
● Amateur to Professional

Communal collaboration 
to controlled oppression



  

Farming Humanity
● Slavery
● Enclosures and Industrial Revolution
● Mass manipulation

Edward Bernays: father of Public Relations

The Century of the Self – Adam Curtis 
(BBC series)

Conditioning and control
● Chemtrails and toxic metals
● Education
● Predictive Programming
● MK Ultra
● Vaccines and prescription drugs
● Media

http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/532-the-century-of-the-self
http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/1483-climate-engineering-is-killing-us
http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/1355-you-can-t-train-fleas-until-you-break-their-will
http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/1481-7-7-and-predictive-programming
http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/1641-mk-ultra-mind-control-in-australia
http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/1666-zika-virus-gmo-mosquitoes-vaccines
http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/1509-snake-oil-salesmen
http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/1283-cognitive-dissonance


  

Why Free?
● Open to all
● Pursuit of knowledge for its 

own sake
● Accountable to no-one
● No taboos
● Any question may be asked

Symptoms of fail(ed)ing Political Economy
● Inequality – fabulous wealth v. extreme poverty
● Economic turmoil and probable collapse
● Wars, conflict and division
● Environmental destruction
● Health – mortality, cancers, obesity, Alzheimer's, pulmonary and respiratory diseases
● Corruption and greed
● Institutional failure



  

Denial of access to the commons and 
consequently the means to life

● Progress and Poverty – Henry George
● Location value created communally
● Rent seeking
● The Traumatised Society – Fred 

Harrison
● Less than 4% of the bounty of the land is 

available to the public purse (down from 
100% in 1500s)

Means to Life is conditional on employment
● Enclosures forced people off the land
● Into factories - Industrial Revolution
● Productivity increases from technology – 

automation, robotics and artificial intelligence
● Humans need not apply (YouTube video)
● Full employment is impossible, unnecessary 

and undesirable

http://www.henrygeorge.org/pcontents.htm
http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/323-the-traumatised-society
http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/1342-humans-need-not-apply


  

Globalisation and finance
● Rising inequality
● Richest 62 people have wealth equal to 

that of poorest 3.5billion people
● Getting worse (In 2014 it was the 85  

richest)
● Growing Precariat and more people 

falling into poverty

The Precariat – Guy Standing

Interest is a primary driver of inequality
● Everybody pays interest but it doesn't 

treat everyone equally

Interest and Inflation Free Money – 
Margrit Kennedy

http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/1470-top-salariat-precariat-bottom-basic-income
http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~roehrigw/kennedy/english/


  

Interest drives unsustainable debt growth
● In West Germany debt interest grew three times 

faster than wages and government income

Interest and Inflation Free Money – Margrit Kennedy

Interest demands exponential 
economic growth which is 

unsustainable, mathematically, 
environmentally and socially.

We need economic growth which 
conforms with nature.

http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~roehrigw/kennedy/english/


  

Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) 
calculations are used to value future 
receipts from resources and projects, 
discounting our future.

Money and Sustainability (page97) 
– Bernard Lietaer 

Banks create money from nothing and 
charge the rest of us interest for using 
it – usury

Can banks individually create money
 out of nothing? — The theories and
 the empirical evidence
 - Richard A. Werner

http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/922-discounting-our-future
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1057521914001070
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1057521914001070
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1057521914001070


  

Rent seeking parasites
● Landowners have stolen our 

birthright
● Bankers steal wealth created by 

others
● We are left to compete for a 

diminishing share of the shrinking 
wealth of the planet

Structural Elite control levers of power to 
divide and control populations 

while fomenting wars and
 environmental destruction.

Stealing wealth created by humanity 
through rents, taxes and debt interest



  

In the early 20th century, Rothschilds and 
other bankers created a privately owned 
central bank, the US Federal Reserve 
(Fed), to take control of American money 
and, consequently, corporations, 
economics, politics, law, media, education, 
academia, military and intelligence.
Over the last 100 years, they have 
expanded their reach globally via a web of 
central banks, coordinated through the 
privately owned Bank of International 
Settlements (BIS)

2011, study published in the NewScientist, 
which reveals the extraordinary 

concentration of transnational corporate 
power. opencorporates.com is an open 

database of corporate holdings exposing the 
power of banks and how far their tentacles 

reach

http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/1403-the-dark-art-of-money-the-biggest-obstacle-to-change
http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/1608-interlocking-power-structures


  

Structural Elite
● Use the levers of power
● To initiate false flag terrorist attacks
● To justify serial wars since 9/11 (and 

before)
● Banking families, European royalty, 

Industrial Dynasties, Political and 
Economic Predators, Super Rich

Hierarchy
● Domination of humans
● Competition
● Scarcity
● Inequality
● Destruction
● Fear
● Control



  

Non-hierarchy
● Distributed power
● Community
● Freedom
● Polymath
● Diversity
● Equality
● Security

Palaeolithic Politics

David Graeber on temporary hierarchies 
in pre-literate communities: 

"They used to set the thing up and rip it 
down and set it up and rip it down. One 
day they didn't rip it down; they forgot 
they could rip it down, and here we are."

http://freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/1583-palaeolithic-politics


  

Reasons to be cheerful
● Unprecedented opportunity for 

change
● All that is needed is a shift in 

human consciousness



  

First and foremost to be lied to
● Focus on family and community
● Build an ecosystem of collaborative projects for self-sufficiency and resilience
● Ensure everyone we know is sheltered, clothed and fed
● Create a global ecosystem of cooperation using internet technology
● Start with food production and distribution
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